Ultimos Noticias
Game 11 November 2009
TTC Modifier = 0.8
The action in the South West continues. The Molteni have carried out a probe on the border
village of Nana Mesa currently controlled by Government Forces. The attack was scheduled
for night to cover the approach and advance to the village which is was thought was defended
by as many as 70 troops with support and well defended with mines and wire. The probing
forces of the Molteni clashed briefly with the defenders but discovered it to be ill prepared for
defence. Although the attackers were too few to defeat the Government troops, they did inflict
a number of losses on the garrison, while uncovering the inherent weakness of the
fortifications.
Jason’s Bit
I have cut the TTC Modifier this month after recent rises. Hope that makes for some advance
in weapons technology for you.
It seems that the South East of the map is where all the action is. Hopefully this will remedy
itself when the new year comes around and a new batch of players make their mark.
I have updated the Base Unit part of the rules to reflect commodity sales from airstrips. Please
have a look at it, as it may be an important part of the game as your infrastructure grows, and
may even help as your supply lines are stretched as you advance further from your main bases.
You should have seen the truck breakdown part of the programme limited to the monthly
adjustment this month. This will help the game to run better and not leave your units stranded.
Just remember to allocate the correct resources and repair units to the task and your truck will
be back on the road. This was meant to be a minor nuisance brought about by the terrain and
the quality of the vehicles, not a central part of the game and this change should be enough to
make that happen.
Illegal Activity seems to be a bit of a problem but Its pretty easy really. Use a special action
to set a level of illegal activity at a village. 5% is a good start but if you really need cash then
50%. This will almost certainly have a very negative effect on your Political Influence, but
ONLY at the village with Illegal activity. Others use it to generate cash and those corrupt
Government Forces have no qualms either.
That’s it for another month
Regards Jason.

